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NEW QUESTION: 1
Teachers and students at a school currently share the same
bandwidth. The Internet performance for the teachers in the
classroom is becoming extremely slow. Which of the following is
the BEST method to mitigate the issue?
A. Load balancing

B. Caching engines
C. Traffic shaping
D. Increased uptime
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Perform the drag-and-drop task. Begin by clicking the
Drag-and-Drop button. When you finish, continue to the next
question by clicking the Next button.
The graphic shows several TCP/IP protocols and definitions.
Match each protocol to its definition by dragging the protocol
to the correct location.
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 3
For the 'PC phone to PC phone' application, which of the
following statements is true?
A. As long as the PC has a sound card, speakers, and a
microphone, the telephony technology is all software.
B. All of the above.
C. The PCs perform the gateway functions, so an outside gateway
is not required.
D. The application will work if the PC has a phone card and is
used with a regular telephone.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
What type of information is contained within the configuration
file stanza of the IBM Tivoli Storage Manager V6.2 Disaster
Recovery plan?
A. database and recovery log requirements, device and volume
requirements, and license information
B. where the Disaster Recovery Manager plan is stored and how
long it is retained
C. volume history, device configuration, and server options
file
D. client machine recovery instructions
Answer: C
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